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ABSTRACT

We tested for an articulatory effect on perception by
bimonthly recordings of monolingual English and Welsh
children, from age 10.5 to 12 months. The infants were
tested at 12.5 months on closely matching lists of nonword
stimuli constructed to highlight one of two consonants of
comparable input incidence (English /t/ vs. /s/; Welsh /b/
vs. /g/). Listening times were in inverse correlation with
the children’s relative frequency of use of the pair of
consonants (p<.05), a novelty effect. The findings
demonstrate an effect of motoric practice on infant speech
perception. We speculate that production may support the
establishment of more robust lexical and phonological
representations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Locke [1] was perhaps the first to suggest that the
direction of influence in the formation of phonological
representations for early words might be from production
to perception, or the reverse of what is usually assumed:

If infants are predisposed to project innate movement
patterns onto standard words ... only contradictory
information may be needed from perceptual analyses
for the child to avoid unintelligible results. A fairly
crude analysis of his own sounds in relation to
environmental sounds would be sufficient, and there
would be, therefore, a motor basis to speech
perception - and internal representations - from the
very start ... (p. 245; our emphasis).

Given what is now understood about the role of implicit
distributional learning in infants’ growth of knowledge
about their language in the second half of the first year [2],
Locke’s words take on a somewhat different meaning.
Despite ample demonstration, over the past ten years or
more, that infants display considerable sensitivity to and
implicit knowledge of the distributional patterning of their
language within the first year of life [3], it is likely that
such learning supplies only a foundational level of
phonological knowledge. When children advance from
passive intake to production alongside perception of
speech they lay down phonological representations at a
new level. A similar developmental reorganization is
suggested by Stager and Werker’s recent experimental
findings [4], which show that the task of relating form and
meaning requires a new kind of processing with a
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quent regression in phonological discrimination.
ver, children with larger production vocabularies
d better able to make the fine phonemic

mination tested in a word learning task at 14 months
e discuss below the role of  production on memory
rds and, by extension, on more general phonological

ledge or skills.

rimary goal of the study reported here was to test the
hat infants’ emerging capacity to produce speech-like
 sequences -  ‘canonical’ CV-sequences, which
ly emerge between about 6 and 8 months of age [6] -
es them with a basis for mapping adult speech onto
ernal representation (of their own babbling) that is
ic and proprioceptive as well as auditory, since the
s vocal production is necessarily heard as well as
 The ‘articulatory filter’ hypothesis [7, 8] is based on
ea that this mapping will serve as a bridge from the
fleeting (implicit) distributional representations of
speech to more stable representations for word forms
atch child production patterns, providing a subset of
deeply encoded forms that can be retrieved at will
roduced in appropriate contexts (the basis for the
roduction vocabulary). It is thus possible to suggest
he origins of voluntarily accessible representations
be found in vocal production, while speech

ption alone (without production) provides a rich
ase for distributional learning, including knowledge
 language-specific word units, prosodic cues to
ntation, and so on [9], and may thus be necessary
t sufficient as a basis for word production.

2. METHOD

gitudinal production study was designed to test
er the relative frequency, in each infant’s production,
  consonants of roughly the same input frequency in

mbient language would affect his or her relative
ation time towards nonwords consisting of these
consonants in a perception test. By establishing each
’s production patterns and then using a single
sting pair of consonants in the perception test for
anguage we sought to examine directly the effect on
tion or attention of familiarity based on production.

dingly, production data were collected fortnightly
10.5 - 12 months with both English and Welsh
s, followed by a perception test at 12.5 months.

termine consonantal incidence for Welsh in both
 vocalizations and input speech we analyzed half-
ranscriptions of five mother-child sessions recorded



in an earlier study when the infants were 12 months old
[10]. For consonantal incidence in English infant
vocalizations an earlier study of nine infants acquiring
American English was used [11], while English input
frequencies were based on [12]. At least one of each pair
of consonants had been found to be frequent in production
in these earlier analyses of infant vocalisations while
within each language the pair of consonants chosen were
of comparable input frequency.

For English, /t/ was paired with /s/; for Welsh /b/ was
paired with /g/. Six disyllabic nonwords of the form
CVCV were constructed for each language with each of
the two target consonants as the only fully consonantal
supraglottal. The second C slot was filled either by a
glottal (/h, ÷/), a glide (/w, j/), or a repeat of the target
consonant (Table 1). The English stimuli were recorded by
a female speaker of Southern British English, the Welsh
stimuli by a female Welsh speaker from North Wales.
Acoustic analyses established that there were no
significant prosodic differences between the contrasting
lists in each language.

English
spelling IPA spelling IPA
tetty /t´ti/ sessy /s´si /

tooyer /tuj\/ sooyer /suj\/

tawey /tåwi/ sawey /såwi/

tutter /t√t\/ susser /s√s\/

teehy /tihi/ seehy /sihi/

tetter /t´t\/ sasser /sæs\/
Welsh
spelling IPA spelling IPA
bewa /bewa/ gewa /gewa/
bawy /bawπ/ gowy /gowπ/
boia /boja/ gwia /guja/
bwba /buba/ giga /giga/
bibu /bibπ/ gagu /gagπ/
bybu /b\bπ/ gygu /g\gπ/

Table 1: Nonword stimuli.

For production, at each data collection point a half-hour
unstructured interaction between infant and mother was
recorded using a DAT recorder; the infant wore a wireless
microphone hidden in a specially designed vest. Infant
vocalisations were transcribed by two transcribers. We
included in the subsequent analyses only those consonants
agreed upon by both transcribers in terms of place and
manner of articulation (i.e., excluding differences as to
voicing, which is neither well controlled at this age nor
reliably transcribed in general: [13]).

For the perception test we followed the procedure detailed
in [14], with a few changes. The number of test trials was
reduced from six to four (one list from each side x 2 lists),
since the stimuli in each list were very similar and rapid
habituation to the stimuli was therefore expected. Each of
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 words were repeated once in every trial (unless the
 had terminated the trial by looking away from the
er for more than 2 seconds); thus, 12 words were
ted during each trial. Finally, as a further precaution

st infant habituation, a different pair of nonwords
sed during training.

3. RESULTS

 English infants (15 males) and 26 Welsh infants (13
) completed the study. Three additional Welsh
s were tested but excluded when their parents were
 to use English with them during the recording
ns (monolingual infants had been recruited based on
al report of language use in the home).

h infant's vocalisations at each data collection point
llied the incidence of each of the two consonants
sted in the perception test, disregarding voicing (i.e.,
cidence of [t] (and [d]) vs. [s] (and [z]) and of [p]
[b]) vs. [k] (and [g]). We tallied each consonant
tely (1) as produced in any phonotactic position

her onset, coda, or as a syllabic nucleus) or (2) in
le onset position only, and (3) for all four sessions or
r the last session only. There were thus four kinds of
ary figures for each consonant, reflecting production
) in all positions in any session,
) in onset position in any session,
) in all positions in the last session,
) in onset position in the last session.

t the correlation between production and perception
two types of indices were developed for both
ction and perception. For each of the four sets of
ction summary figures, the figures for the
sting consonants [e.g. (t and d) vs. (s and z)] were

ined to produce an index of the degree of the infant's
ction preference for one consonant (t and d) over the
(s and z) in two ways: (t+d)-(s+z) (Production

ence) and t+d/(t+d+s+z) (Production proportion).
n product correlation tests were performed on these
ction preference indices in relation to the two
pt ion  preference indices: the Perception ratio
tation time towards one list [list A] divided by the
f orientation times towards the two contrasting lists
A and B], or total orientation time) and the

ption difference (orientation time for list A minus
ation time for list B).

esults show that, for both languages, the Pearson
ation coefficients indicating the relationship between
ption and production indices were negative,
less of the indices used. That is, the greater the

's production preference for one consonant over the
 the shorter his or her relative orientation time to the
ntaining this consonant. When both languages are

dered, the best correlation was found to obtain
en the Production difference between the number of
nants produced in all positions during the last
n ((c) above) and the Perception ratio (Fig. 1). When
o language groups' correlation coefficients for the



two indices are combined using Sachs' formula [16], we
obtain: r = -.38, n = 43, p < .05.
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Figure 1: Production - perception indices. (Production
differences vs. Perception ratios)

Note that the incidence of the consonant contrasts tested
differ in the two languages. For English, one consonant
type [t] (and [d]) is highly common while the other ([s]
and [z]) is rare in infant vocalizations. This is reflected in
the production index shown in Figure 1, in that the
difference score is entirely positive ([s] and [z] are never
produced more often than [t] and [d]). In Welsh, on the
other hand, both [p] (and [b]) and [k] (and [g]) are
produced frequently by some infants, resulting in a
difference score that may be either positive or negative.

4. DISCUSSION

The fact that the perception results correlated more
strongly with the production difference  than with the
production ratio suggests that the absolute frequency of
consonant production may have a bearing on perception
performance (see also [17]). On the other hand, the fact
that perception and production are more strongly
correlated on the basis of the perception ratio than the
perception difference suggests that the absolute orientation
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y, the fact that the production and perception
ences are negatively correlated could be interpreted
 least two ways (regardless of whether infant
iarity with a particular consonant is taken to be

 perceptual, based on an increase in auditory
ience due to the addition of the infant’s own
ction to overall input frequency, or is taken to be
ic as well as perceptual, following [1] and the
hesized articulatory filter [7, 8]). The negative
ation could be an  indication of faster processing of
iar sounds. This is the interpretation given, for
ple, to the finding that 4-month-old monolingual
en exposed to either Spanish or Catalan orient longer
muli from the unfamiliar than from the familiar
ge when Spanish and Catalan are contrasted [17].

atively, the time-course of familiarization proposed
nter and Ames [18] may provide a framework for

standing infants’ longer orientation to the consonant
hey did not (or did not often) produce in the last
ing session preceding the test session. Hunter and

 propose that infants progress in a systematic fashion
a familiarity to a novelty preference for perceptual
li of any kind, moving increasingly quickly through
oposed sequence with age, although the nature of the
ular stimuli (auditory, visual, motor, etc.) and
s’ experience with it will affect the progression as

 on this model, we might assume that by 12 months
fants have attained sufficient familiarity with their
well practised consonants to prefer to sample the
 stimuli in greater depth, giving more attention to
ely unknown or unpractised consonants. Based on
terpretation, sampling production at an earlier age
 yield longer orientation times to the practised
nants, given their relatively short time in the infants’
oire. Obtaining sufficient production data might be
lt, however, since even at 10.5 months infants tend
alise a good deal less, as a group, than at 12 months.
e other hand, infants tested at 12.5 months on
sting lists of known words embodying the more vs.
ractised consonants might orient longer to the more
sed consonants as a result of the greater cognitive
of lexical processing [5, 19]. A serious

dological difficulty would be posed here, however,
e paucity of known words at this age and the
quent difficulty of controlling for phonotactic
exity.

5. CONCLUSIONS

tudy produced results that are compatible with the
 hypothesis of a production effect on perception. To
nowledge, they constitute the first evidence that
s are, to some degree, affected in their listening to
h by the vocal patterns that they themselves are
cing. Evidence from early word production has long



been available to show that first words tend to be
relatively accurate [20] and ‘selected’ to fit with the
infant’s preexisting babbling patterns [11, 21], suggesting
that the infant’s own vocal patterns focus attention on
particular words and phrases in the input. Our findings
support the idea that memory for selected words may be
enhanced by emergent infant production capacities. This
could be a critical factor in converting implicit
distributional knowledge of the ambient language into the
‘item learning’ of particular words and phrases which
begins by early in the second year of life [22].

Furthermore, we speculate that word learning based on
production as well as perception stabilizes phonological
representations, thereby creating more memorable anchors
for referential word learning. Such an effect has now been
demonstrated in both one-year-olds, just beginning to form
an initial referential vocabulary [16], and three- to six-
year-olds, whose learning of novel word-referent pairings
is affected by ‘phonological probability’ (which is
arguably related to their existing productive phonotactic
repertoire, though this was not tested) [23]. Both [16] and
[23] understand this link in terms of a limited capacity
account of child resources, such that novel words
composed of familiar sound sequences facilitate
phonological processing, which in turn “may allow greater
allocation of resources to lexical and semantic
processing…” [23, p. 1333]. We suggest that productive
knowledge of sound patterns provides a more solid or
stable basis for word learning – and thus for advances in
phonological ability - than does implicit distributional
knowledge based on perception alone.
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